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Dear teachers,

 Thank you very much for bringing live theatre 
into your school, it is very important that we preserve 
the integrity and art of spoken word. Theatre inspires 
creativity and offers life lessons for your students 
while they learn a foreign language.

 In this pedagogical guide you will find activities 
to try with your students. We hope you will take 
advantage of this.

Yours Sincerely,
Theatre4schools

Welcome to our didactic guide!

We hope you and your students will
Enjoy it. Come to our great adventure!

Follow us!!!
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THE REST OF THE MATERIAL

To work with this pedagogical guide you will need to 
download the follow materials from our website:

· The script
· The songs (audio files)
· The lyrics
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These activities will help students to understand the story and 
the basic vocabulary. You will find activities and songs that your 
students can learn them. Learning the songs is very important 
because you will allow children to participate on the day of the 
performance singing together with the actors.

These activities are based on the realization of a colloquium 
with the actors.

Worksheets with activities about what they have seen.

Activities before the play

This pedagogical proposal has two levels of difficulty. The 
teacher will be able to choose the level that considers more 
suitable for the students.

This didactic material is divided into three groups:

Activities during the play

Activities after the play
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This guide is accompanied by visual materials such as drawings, 
masks... to help in the activity understanding and to make it 
more attractive to students.

At the end of this guide you will find a basic vocabulary for the 
play.
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WORKING WITH THE STORY 

ACTIVITIES BEFORE THE PLAY

Fearless John is a boy who lives with his mother and brother in 
a small town. One day John hurts his hand with a dangerous dog 
because he has not fear. Her mother tells him the importance of be 
afraid. John doesn’t understand what the fear is and decides to go 
to the woods and discover what it means.

On the other hand the King of the kingdom wants to marry her 
daughter princess Elisabeth but she doesn’t want to marry anyone, 
so she says she will marry the one who spend a night in the castle. 
The princess and her assistant Alfred turn the castle in a terror 
place full of tricks and terrifying creatures.

Fearless John takes the challenge to spend a night in the castle, 
he is not afraid of anything. Finally John finds all the answers in an 
unexpected way.

THE PLOT
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FEARLESS JOHN STORY

It is very important that the students have a previous knowledge 
of the play. We suggest you read the students play with the 
flashcards.
This will help the students to understand the play.

- Title and author.

- Prepare the story cards sequence.

- Try to vary your intonation and volume and make some 
gestures.

- Interact with the students, example: asking them to call for 
help…

- Write down the moral of the story. 

PREPARING THE STORYTELLING
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SKELETON

BAD DOG

WITCH ZOMBIE

MOON

CASTLE HALLOWEEN

MONSTERS

FOREST

PICTURE VOCABULARY
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UNDERSTANDING THE STORY 
ACTIVITY

1

1- The King wants Princess Elisabeth marries a prince

2- John is fear to everything

3- In the forest two tramps try to steal John’s food

4- John has a brother and his name is Frank

5- Peter brakes a window

6- John’s mother cures John’s hand 

7- Princess Elisabeth puts a skeleton costume

8- John is in love with Elisabeth, the princess

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False

False

False

False

False

In pairs, look at these sentences and say if you think they are TRUE or 
FALSE
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1- Has John any problem?

2- Which problem has John?

3- What’s princess name?

4- What present gives John to Peter?

5- What is the relationship between John and Peter?

6- What part of John’s body is hurtled by the dog?

7- How many nights has to spend John in the castle?

8- What monster plays princess Elisabeth?

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS
ACTIVITY

2
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LET’S PLAY THEATRE
ACTIVITY

3
The Fearless John play may simply be used as a Reading of the story or 
exploited further in a live “stage” performance.

In either case, the play provides children with a great opportunity to 
bring the story into life with their own creative interpretations, besides 
they are provided the chance to practice their speaking skills and improve 
their pronunciation.
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Play, masks, a copy of Scene 4.

Give their children a copy of Scene 4 for medium level, for easy level 
practice meeting friends, example:

 - Hello, who are you?

 - My name is Fearless John...

Give them different masks. We suggest you to use the masks in such a 
way to not cover the face.

Read and practice the lines in turn. Now reverse roles. Encourage your 
children to take on the appropriate voice for each character.

To simulate a “stage” you may like to decorate your classroom in different 
areas. The Terror Castle, John’s house…

Finally, you may like to encourage your children to perform for the class. 
The children who don’t want to take a role in the play, they can be the 
director or the sound effects manager.

RESOURCES
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SCENE 4

SCENE 4. CASTLE ENCHANTED. NIGHT

Princess and Alfred come on stage. They prepare the enchanted castle.

PRINCESS: Alfred! Alfred! Quick! There is no time to lose. Let’s see what 
we have in the trunk.

The princess and Alfred look at everything inside. They take out various 
monster costumes. The princess takes a hunchback costume and Alfred 
tries it.

PRINCESS: Alfred, you are great! Remember ... we need to be...

PRINCESS and ALFRED: Monsters!

The scenery has changed to inside the castle. There are three knocks on 
the door.

PRINCESS: Quick, Alfred, someone has come. Let’s hide! Here.

Alfred and the princess hide themselves.

PRINCESS: No, you go this way and I go that way, okay?
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They crash.

PRINCESS: Stop! Let’s practise the special effects. Rain, thunder, bang, 
dark voice.

Alfred takes command and pushes the buttons. Sounds of rain, thunder 
... At some point this goes wrong and Sarandonga can be heard.

PRINCESS:Let’s hide.

The princess and Alfred leave the scene. John enters.

VOICEOVER: Welcome to the castle of terror.

JOHN: Thanks.

VOICEOVER: Welcome to the Castle of Terror… (Evil laugh.) In three 
seconds, the castle gate will close... 3,2,1... Good luck! (Evil laugh.)

JOHN: Well, we’re here. The castle is so nice! Hello! Anyone there? 

John takes in his surroundings. Alfred enters the scene disguised as a 
hunchback with a briefcase, making chilling noises. From inside the 
briefcase he takes out a plate and fork. Rubs the fork on the dish to make 
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an unbearable noise. John is unfazed. Alfred leaves the plate and pulls 
out a small blackboard and nails makes another series of unbearable 
noises, but John does not flinch. He carries a newspaper in his hand and 
reads it.

ALFRED: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA! 
John is not afraid. He carries on reading the paper.

ALFRED: Ooooooooooooooooh!

JOHN: Hi, buddy—how are you? You must project your voice better. The 
voice is released from the stomach. I will demonstrate. Aaaaaaaaaaaaaah! 
(John cries and frightens the hunchback. Alfred tries to do the same cry.)

ALFRED: Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!

JOHN: Uh!

ALFRED and JOHN: Papaparaparapará (They sing a mambo together.)
Alfred does not understand anything. Alfred finally leaves the scene.

JOHN: Hey, buddy! Don’t go! We were having a good time!
John is hungry. He starts to eat his sandwich.

JOHN: That sandwich is so good! My mother is a very good cook.
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Alfred push the button forthunder and rain. The princess is now a vampire.

JOHN: It’s raining.In this castle, I am secure.
John sees the vampire.

JOHN: Hello, lady!

PRINCESS: Do you know who I am?

JOHN: I do not know, but I see a beautiful lady.

PRINCESS: Beautiful? Thank you! (The princess realises he is fooling 
around instead of scaringhim and changes her voice, moving around 
him.) I am not beautiful.I am a vampire!

JOHN: Hello, lady vampire! Do you want something to eat? Cocacola, 
maybe?

PRINCESS: No, I do not want anything from you, just ... your blood.

JOHN: Oh! Lady! That’s very romantic! She wants my blood. Beautiful 
lady. I think you have a very nice voice.

PRINCESS: My voice?
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JOHN: Yes and your eyes, your hair ... everything aboutyou is beautiful!

PRINCESS: Thank you very much!

The princess goes out but Alfred encourages her to return.

JOHN: Oh! You’re back! Didyou forget something?

PRINCESS: Yes, I forgot you! (Disguised voice again.)

JOHN: Oh! Thank you very much! It’s very nice here.Come on, sit down 
next to me. Maybe we can stay together all night long.

PRINCESS: All nightlong? Together? Here? Alone?

JOHN: Yes! All night long. You know! You and me together.

PRINCESS: (Back to hernatural shyness.) Well! I am sorry, but for me it’s 
very late—but thank you very much.

ALFRED: Princess, what are you doing? You must scare him.

PRINCESS: Oh! I am sorry! He is so handsome! ... Ok, Alfred come on! It’s 
your turn.
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John falls asleep and an executionerenters the scene. 

JOHN: Hello, colleague. What are you doing?

The executioner tries to turn on the chainsaw without success.

JOHN: Give me this.I think I can help. (John turns on the chainsaw.) Take 
it! It’s yours. (The executioner leaves the scene, scared.)

JOHN leaves the stage with the chainsaw, looking at Alfred. Alfred and 
the Princess enter.

PRINCESS: This is not like the others.

ALFRED: No.

The morning rooster is heard. The princess and Alfred leave the scene. 
John returns.

JOHN: Well, I couldn’t find the executioner. I am disappointed.Nothing 
here scares me. I still don’t know what fear is.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

18

17

BATS
BLACK CAT

BROOM
CANDY

CAULDRON
COSTUME

DEATH
DRACULA

FRANKENSTEIN
GHOST

HAUNTED HOUSE
JACK O’LANTERN

PUMKINS
SKELETON

SPIDER
TRICK OR TREAT

WITCH
WITCH HAT
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16

18
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WORD SEARCH PUZZLE
ACTIVITY

4
Match the words with the correct pictures and complete the 
crossword. Then find a secret message.
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HALLOWEEN

OCTOBER

SPOOKY

SCARY

GHOST

VAMPIRE

WEREWOLF

WITCH

ZOMBIE

SKELETON

MONSTER

BLACK

ORANGE

CANDY

TRICK OR 
TREAT

HAUNTED 
HOUSE

JACK 
O’LANTERN

BOO

SPIDER

BATS

WORD SEARCH
ACTIVITY

5
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MATCH THE WORD
ACTIVITY

6
Teeth

Gloves

Eye

Skull

Shoes

Ear

Arm

Hat
Sword

Glasses
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ACTIVITY

FILL THE BLANKS            
ACTIVITY

7

WINDOW

GHOST

SPIDER

MOON

BAT

TOMBSTONE

CAT

CANDY

BALCONY

PUMPKIN
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WORD SCRAMBLE
ACTIVITY

8
Look at the pictures and unscrumble the letters and write the word on 
the line provided.

mupnipk elkotsen

depirs luksl

tac ticwh

nacyd hosgt
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HALLOWEEN PREPOSITIONS
ACTIVITY

9
Identify where object is, using prepositions from the list.

1- The gost is _____________________ the chest.

2- The pumpkin is _____________________ the man and the girl.

3- The spider is _____________________ the web.

4- The bats are _____________________ the vampire.

5- The cat is _____________ the bat, and the tree is ____________the 

haunted house.

6- The monster is _____________________the tombstone.

7- The zombie is _____________________ the ghost and the witch.

In front of - Behind - Under - Above - Next to - On - In - Between
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CONNECT ONE WORD TO ANOTHER
ACTIVITY

10
Draw lines to connect one word to another so that they can form a 
complete sentence.

Elisabeth is 

The dog is

Peter is

John gives

John a Peter play

John wants to know

One monster uses a

Tim and Tom are

John’s brother

with a ball

chain saw

two tramps

the Princess

what the fear is

a present to Peter

bad
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MAKE YOUR OWN ZOMBIE
ACTIVITY

11
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SKELETON GAME
ACTIVITY

12
You will need a dice and the skeleton for each player.

Cut out the pieces and place them in the middle of the table.

Roll the dice and collect the part indicated.

The first player to complete the skeleton is the winner.

SKULL

RIGHT
ARMBODY LEFT

ARM
RIGHT

LEG

LEFT
LEG
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ACTIVITIES AFTER THE PLAY

These activities are based on the realization of a colloquium 
with the actors.

Prepare questions with your students to ask the actors the day 
of the performance.  They can be about the play or about being 
an actor.

You can also prepare the songs and sing along with the actors 
on the day of the performance. You will have fun!
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After seeing the play it will be interesting to ask the kids to give 
their opinion about the play. We suggest some questions:

Which character have you liked the most?

Is fear important? 

Why?

Talk about different fears

GIVE YOUR OPINION

DRAW YOUR FAVOURITE CHARACTER

DRAW YOUR FAVOURITE CHARACTER 
WHY IS YOUR FAVOURITE ONE?

Another activity can be drawing their favorite character from 
the play and ask them why. You can send their drawings to the 
theatre4schools company
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BASIC VOCABULARY FOR THE PLAY

BRIEFCASE

KING

CASTLE

MASKS

CAUTION

MERCHANT

COINS

MONSTERS

CHAIN SAW

PATIENT

DANGEROUS

PRINCESS

DAUGTHER

SKELETON

DOCTOR

THE FOREST

DOG

TRAMPS

DOOR

VAMPIRE

FEAR

WINDOW

FOOD

ZOMBIE
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR 
CHOOSING THEATRE4SCHOOLS.

WE HOPE YOU LIKED IT AND WE 
WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU AGAIN 
NEXT YEAR WITH ANOTHER 
GREAT ADVENTURE!
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